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2Homeland of the Syilx
Made From Scratch
To a great degree, what we call the Okanagan Valley is the work of glaciers. Over 
the last 1.5 million years, they repeatedly gouged, scraped, and compressed the 
surface of the earth in our region. About 13,000 years ago, a lake of meltwater 
(Lake Penticton) formed around a long chunk of ice deeply embedded in the 
earth’s surface.  e water was thick with sediment. On occasion it burst through 
an ice dam at the lake’s southern end at McIntyre Blu  (see map, p. 27).  e 
dropping water level exposed “benches” of dirt and gravel that had settled along 
the lakeshore. In time, the one big lake was reduced to several smaller lakes, each 
fed by lakes and streams in the surrounding highlands as well as by underground 
aquifers (see diagram, below). “Bottomlands” near Penticton, Kelowna, Vernon, 
and Armstrong got plenty of moisture, especially from spring run-o . But on the 
benches between the bottomlands and highlands, water remained scarce.
Benchland
Highland
Agriculture is a recent arrival to the Okanagan. Millennia of moun-tain snowfalls and valley drought le  the lakes in the valley  oor surrounded by vast stretches of dry forest, grassland, and scrub. 
 e Indigenous Syilx people tread lightly on this land, hunting and gather-
ing rather than trying to increase its yield or diversify the crops. 
Early settlers sometimes mistook it for wasteland.
Riches in the Rain Shadow
After dropping so much rain and snow on the coastal 
mountains, clouds from the west had little precipita-
tion to spare the Okanagan. In winter, the highlands 
developed a good snowpack. The valley stayed pretty 
dry year round: winters were cold but short; summers 
were long and hot. Although cottonwoods, birches, 
and other deciduous plants took root around lakes and 
streams, grassland and dry forest covered most of the 
valley (above): bunchgrass, sagebrush, and cactus, 
with patches of Ponderosa Pine and Douglas Fir trees. 
Over the centuries, these plants added layer after layer 
of organic matter to the sediment left by the glacier. 
Much of the soil grew very rich.
Bunchgrass
Ponderosa Pine
Sagebrush
Diagram adapted with the permission
of Robert Turner, Bowen Island Conservancy.
3Food Plants Native to the Okanagan
Balsalm Root
Saskatoon berries
Advent of Agriculture
If not much into farming, the Syilx were serious traders, exchanging food and hand-made goods with 
Indigenous people well beyond the valley.  ese networks got even busier a er 1750, when the horses 
multiplying across the western parts of North America arrived in the Okanagan.  e Syilx rounded 
them up, broke them, rode them, and put them to work as pack animals, carrying more goods further 
and faster than ever before.  ey were also used for meat when times were tough. In the early 1800s, 
some herds grew to hundreds of animals to meet the demands of the fur trade. Following the fur traders’ 
example, the Syilx turned their hands to gardening as well, growing potatoes, corn, wheat, and peas.
Hunters & Gatherers
For countless generations, the Okanagan has been home to the Syilx people. 
They wintered in the Penticton area, and in other seasons hunted,  shed, 
and gathered food the length of the valley. The benchlands and highlands 
were sources of root vegetables, berries, and nuts. Apart from burning o  
undergrowth in some areas to speed up the growth of root vegetables, 
agriculture does not seem to have been a big part of their way of life.
Johnny Moon (above) was a 
Quilchena Nation trapper and 
cowboy. This photo, taken 
about 1900, shows him, his 
wife Ethel, and son on the trail 
with their belongings  rmly 
lashed to a packhorse.
Hazelnut
(background) “Knox Mountain 
21,” courtesy of Tugce Nelson. 
(inset) PN258 Courtesy of 
Nicola Valley Museum and 
Archives. Detail.
Courtesy of www.swallowtail.ca.
Courtesy of Moira McColl.
Moon wears the leather 
chaps, pull-on boots, tweed 
jacket, and campaign 
hat characteristic of the 
“buckaroo” (cowboy).
These horses are bigger and more powerful 
than the wiry “cayuses” raised by many 
Indigenous nations. The barrel chest 
denotes a good lung capacity.
4 e  rst big step towards fruit farming was actually taken by 
cattle ranchers, not farmers. It was ranchers who “pre-empted” much 
of the Okanagan’s  ne grazing land, buying it from the Crown and barring it from 
competitors, Syilx and settlers alike. Later, some of them put land into grain. Only the 
coming of the railway in 1892 made tree fruits look like a money-making proposition.
Fruit’s Forerunners
Many ranchers scraped by with small herds on small parcels of land. Un-pre-empted Crown land, being available to other ranchers, too, frequently was overgrazed. So one 
of the tricks to pro table ranching was to cut out the competition. J.C. Haynes understood that. First he pre-empted 640 acres by Osoyoos Lake. That put him in control 
of the local water supply and some of the best grazing land. Haynes then asserted his “moral right” to adjoining Crown land and kept others o  it. Finally, he purchased 
that land when he learned it was to be reserved for the Nk’Mip Indian Band. In 20 years, Haynes accumulated over 20,000 acres and 4,000 cattle to become one of about a 
dozen Okanagan “Cattle Kings.” Some others were Tom Ellis (Penticton), Bernard Lequime (Kelowna), Cornelius O’Keefe (Head of the Lake), and Price Ellison (Vernon).
Indigenous hands “ride herd” on Tom Ellis’s giant ranch near Penticton. 
Pre-emption
 e Okanagan was one of a great swath of Indig-
enous territories that in 1858 were declared pos-
sessions of the British Crown and renamed British 
Columbia. To attract settlers, the new colony made 
Crown land available at $1 an acre to anyone who 
promised to use, improve, and occupy it. Over 
the next 35 years, ranchers bought up thousands 
of acres of Okanagan grassland and stocked them 
with beef cattle. In addition, the cattle could graze 
on adjacent Crown land. Once fattened on bunch-
grass, they were driven to market in Barkerville, 
Victoria, Calgary, and later to mining and railway 
camps in the southern interior.
“Cattle Kings of 
the Okanagan”
Drovers water a herd  in the south Okanagan.
J.C. Haynes Tom Ellis Cornelius O’KeefeBernard Lequime Price Ellison
(photo array) EDM 3726 Courtesy of Enderby & District Museum & Archives.
PMA 1770 Courtesy of The Penticton Museum and Archives.
OATS PEN 177 Courtesy of Okanagan Archive Trust Society.
5Gaining a Foothold
Farmers, as well as ranchers, had trouble getting land. James Gartrell and his wife worked on Tom Ellis’s big ranch near Penticton in 
1885-87. Although the Gartrells wanted to farm, the best bottomland was controlled by Ellis – except for some Crown land around 
Trout Creek. It had been set aside as a “commonage”: grazing land for ranchers (Syilx and white) to share. But sympathetic land 
commissioners allowed the Gartrells to settle there anyway. After clearing the land, they planted apple and peach trees, raised hogs, 
chickens, cows, and sheep. When the land was “o  cially” opened to pre-emption in 1889, the Gartrells managed to stay put on their 
320 acres. They lived there for the next 40 years.
To irrigate his orchard, Gartrell (far left) 
dammed up Trout Creek. Here is the property 
in the early 1900s, complete with ponds. The 
swans loved them, but so did the mosquitoes.
In 1892, a locomotive roars south on the S&O, the spur line that con-
nects Vernon to the CPR’s main line at Sicamous. The vents (see arrow) 
are signs of a “blower car.” The wind they capture will help keep a cargo 
of fruit and vegetables from spoiling on the way to market.
Blower car
 is Changes Everything
Beef was the valley’s primary export in the late 
1800s. Next came wheat, which could travel safely 
by horse and wagon. Being “perishable,” most of 
the fruit that farmers grew was consumed locally. 
 at’s what made the completion of the Canadian 
Paci c (“CPR,” 1885) and Shuswap & Okanagan 
railways (“S&O,” 1892) so momentous. All of 
a sudden, the big centres of Vancouver and 
Calgary were just a day (instead of a week 
or two) away, whether you were a person, 
a cow, a bag of  our, or an apple.
Shut O  the Land
Access to good grazing land was a 
particular problem for Indigenous 
ranchers. Although substantial reser-
vations were promised the Syilx in the 
1860s and then again in the 1870s, 
magistrates and land commissioners 
(who were often ranchers, too) found 
ways to reduce, relocate, or cut o  
that land. As a result, few Indigenous 
ranches made money. Instead, many 
Syilx worked as cowboys for the big 
ranchers. (See photo, left.)
A lot of Tom Ellis’s livestock went to feed mining camps south and 
east of Penticton. In the latter 1890s, James Gartrell (above) began 
to sell fruit to the same customers, rumbling it out by wagon. 
Some ranchers grew more than just beef. In the 1890s, Price Ellison ran 
2,500 cattle and 500 horses and grew tons of wheat on his 11,000 acres. 
(below) The threshing crew at Ellison’s ranch around 1900.
EDMS 2287 Courtesy of Enderby & District Museum & Archives.
(above) SMA 1978.191.011 and (below) SMA 1978.191.010 Courtesy 
of the Summerland Museum and Archives Society, Summerland, B.C.
Image courtesy: Vernon Museum and Archives, #4722.
“Just Add Water”
 e years 1893-1913 transformed the Okanagan. Instead of hard-bitten 
drovers amidst herds of dusty livestock, people came to picture neat orchards 
run by gentlemen farmers – men of education as well as culture. It was an 
alluring vision to which irrigation was the key. With water diverted from 
the highlands, people claimed, the valley was sure 
to become both bountiful and pro table.
“why, the whole thing was sagebrush and sand; you couldn’t 
grow a thing…. all it needed was water to change a desert 
into a garden.” Charlie Shaw
Land Boom in the Okanagan
Around 1900, the demand for Okanagan beef slackened. One a er another, the 
cattle kings sold their acreages to real estate developers (“land companies”) that 
subdivided the ranches into 10-40 acre parcels for sale to would-be farmers 
(le ). Some buyers came from the prairie provinces, but Britons were particu-
larly sought a er – people who wanted a comfortable, rural lifestyle, growing 
delicious fruit according to scienti c principles in an excellent climate.  e one 
thing lacking – water – the land companies promised to provide, cheap.  ey 
built irrigation systems to deliver water to each orchard.  ey were selling a 
dream, and a lot of people bought it. By 1911, tens of thousands of acres in the 
Okanagan had been turned into orchard.  e apple trees 
alone numbered over 1,000,000!
The Orchard City Record, January 7, 1909, p. 5. Courtesy of the 
UBC Library Digitization Centre and its generous donors.
LCM 2018.14.1.26 Courtesy of Lake Country Museum & Archives. Detail. (Colourized.)
A Pair of Visionaries
People had been planting fruit trees in the 
Okanagan since the 1860s. But British aristocrats 
were the  rst to risk serious money on growing 
fruit instead of meat or wheat. In 1891, Lord and 
Lady Aberdeen (left) paid $241,000 for a 13,000-
acre ranch in Coldstream, where they planted 
thousands of apple trees, as well as some 
prunes, plums, and cherries. An array of ditches, 
wooden pipes, and  umes diverted water from 
Coldstream Creek to make more of their property 
suitable for fruit. This land the Aberdeens sold 
o  in small parcels to other orchardists.
Library and Archives Canada PA-028026.
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(right, middle) English immigrant John Stokes and friends 
relax in a newly-planted orchard near Oyama. Stokes’s 
cousin Dorothea came to visit in 1912 and married 
a local Irish immigrant, Robert Allison (see p. 11).
7The Grey Canal
Of all the irrigation systems in the 
Okanagan, the biggest was the Grey 
Canal. Built 1906-1914, it started in 
the highlands south of Lavington, then 
looped around Coldstream and Vernon 
all the way to Okanagan Landing – over 
50 kilometres, serving about 10,000 
acres. It cost Coldstream Estate Company 
a fortune to build, and another fortune 
to maintain. Like other irrigation 
systems of its time, the canal was 
built mostly of wood and earth, and in 
constant need of repair. By 1919, the 
Company was broke.
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Lavington
Coldstream
Vernon
Okanagan Lake
Kalamalka Lake
branch lines
Water from the Highlands
Well water was available in some places but not enough to irrigate an orchard. Except in 
emergencies, pumping water uphill from a lake was rarely practical. So land companies 
targeted highland lakes and streams, funneling their water to the benchlands by means of 
ditches, pipes, and  umes. Gravity did most of the work, all the way down to the orchard.
Branch lines diverted water to orchards. Farmers lifted a wooden gate 
on the line to release water into the furrows between their trees.
Water collected behind a dam at Aberdeen Lake. In spring 
and summer, water was released over the spillway into a 
mountain creek and  owed down to the Canal ‘s headgates.
A chain of ditches,  umes, and siphons formed a “streambed” for the water 
to follow all the way from the headgates to the Okanagan Landing spillway.
Like other gravity-fed systems, the Grey Canal had to contend with a very uneven landscape (below). Ditches were dug 
through hills. Trestles enabled  umes to cross dips and gulches. To cross valleys, “siphons” were required. They were 
pipes that carried water down one side of a valley and up the other, as if the water was “running uphill.” Everything 
was so carefully engineered that the water  owed gently from start to  nish, while descending 240 metres in altitude.
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Aberdeen Lake
1220 metres above 
sea level
Okanagan Landing spillway
420 metres above sea level
Canal headgates
660 metres above 
sea level
BX Creek SiphonColdstream Valley Siphon Swan Lake Siphon Knight Siphon
Duteau Creek
Aberdeen Lake dam and spillway
 ume
ditch
trestle
branch 
linefurrows
50.5 km
Archival images courtesy of (dam) Vernon Museum and Archives, #5305; 
( ume) #22412; and (farm) Kelowna Public Archives: KPA#3028.
Map: Hans Braxmeier, Donaustraße 13, 89231 Neu-Ulm, maps-for-free.com
8 e Ascendency of the Apple
Peaches, cherries, plums, and pears all grow well in the Okanagan. 
Nevertheless, growers quickly  xated on the apple. By 1920, 80% of the 
valley’s fruit crop (by volume) was apples. Why? Well, the apple was highly 
nutritious – “An apple a day sends the doctor away,” went the saying. It 
travelled better and could be stored longer than other fruits. Its many 
varieties (130!) permitted a grower to plant whichever suited the soil, 
climate, and consumer tastes. Canadians loved them. A campaign was even 
launched to make the apple “Canada’s national dish,” like roast beef was 
to England. Trouble was, American growers were concentrating on apples 
too, on acreages that made the Okanagan’s look puny by comparison.
 e Dream & the Reality
As it turned out, fruit farming in B.C.’s “Dry Belt” 
was anything but straightforward. It entailed 
sweat and science, know-how and guesswork. 
 ere were fruit varieties and species to master, 
as well as soils and pests. Water was a constant 
worry and source of dispute.
Water Scarcity
In some parts of the valley, half the water coursing through the irrigation system seeped 
between the planks or into the earth or simply evaporated. Moreover, Okanagan orchards were 
discovered to need far more water than originally estimated. Anxiety over the water supply often 
led orchardists to feud. The Westbank Indian Band bitterly fought their neighbour, D.E. Gellatly, 
when he diverted to his trees the water that they had long used to irrigate their own crops.
In Oyama, orchardist A.S. Towgood 
“... at times, sat over his irrigation gate with a 
loaded shotgun just to ensure a continuous supply.”
Wealthy: Crisp, juicy  esh. Trees bore quickly and survived 
cold winters. Good for eating, drying, and cooking.
Wagener: Mild  avour. Bore quickly. Stored well. Grew in 
clusters, which led to misshapen fruit.
Winesap: Spicy  avour. Firm, juicy  esh. Was good for 
baking and stored well. Long growing season.
McIntosh:  Sweet, tart  avour. Crisp  esh. Bore quickly, 
but dropped from the tree quickly too. Short storage life. 
Pick of the Pack
It took time to discover which apple varieties fared best in the 
Okanagan. An apple’s appearance, size, and  avour were import-
ant, and its suitability for baking and preserving, as well as eating 
fresh. Then there was tree’s ability to withstand cold or disease, 
and to bear fruit quickly. In the 1920s, Wealthies, Wageners, 
Winesaps, and McIntoshs (“Macs”) were favourites.
(below) Water gushes from a  ume onto Otto 
Krause’s orchard in Rutland. These structures once 
criss-crossed every Okanagan community. The 
trestles for some  umes were built high enough 
to let wagons and trucks pass underneath. 
McIntosh
Wealthy
Winesap
Wagener
Most water pipes were 
built from wooden staves, like a 
barrel, then wrapped in galvanized wire 
and coated with asphalt and sand. Such 
pipes could last for years, but 
leaked badly. Kelowna Museums Society: 2010.038.001. Photo courtesy of Down Memory Lane: Rutland 1908-2008 (Kelowna, B.C.).
9And Now the Good News
To entice buyers, land companies frequently made 
light of the skill and e ort that fruit farming involved. 
When reality struck home, some of the newcomers packed up 
and le  in disgust. But most remained and in spite of everything, 
made good money on their apple crops in 1916, 1917, and 1918.
“I came to the Okanagan Valley with the idea ... that growing fruit-bearing trees is easy. 
You plant the tree, wait until the crop is ready, then harvest the perfect, abundant fruit.... 
nothing could be further from the truth ...” W.W. Fleming, Dominion Experimental Station
(above) Seven lean, tanned fruit 
farmers  from Oyama visit the 
Experimental Farm to learn the latest 
in irrigation, soil management, or 
perhaps, pest control. Codling moth, 
scab, leaf curl, crown rot, and red 
mites (below) were a few of the 
parasites that beset orchardists. They 
fought back – recklessly – by spraying 
their trees with deadly compounds 
of arsenic, zinc, chlorine, and sulphur 
(left). The Farm determined which 
pesticides to use, how to 
apply them, and when. 
Great Apples, Every Time
Irrigation and 2,000 hours of sunshine a year gave Okanagan fruit 
growers a big advantage. But to produce great apples, in large 
amounts, year after year, there was so much more to master.
Proper pruning, inter-tree spacing, and ground 
cover – these matters too could make the di er-
ence between a good crop and a poor one.
Location. The trees prefer high ground where they can get 
full sun six hours a day. Low spots collect cold air and frost. 
But the uneven surface of the land creates many peculiar 
“micro-climates” of heat or cold in the valley. 
Water. The trees require irrigation May through 
August. It is wise to water them again just prior 
to winter. Good drainage is critical: if water 
pools in the orchard, tree roots will rot.
Bees. Each spring bees aplenty are necessary 
to fertilize the blossoms with pollen from other 
varieties of apple tree. If you don’t have your 
own hives, bring them in.
Soil. Build the soil the way you build an athlete. For peak 
performance, the soil should be neither acidic nor alkaline 
(“neutral”) and high in nutrients. Adjust it with just enough 
lime, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and organic matter.
Protection. Fruit trees attract all manner of pests 
and fungi. New ones keep showing up. Keep on top 
of them by spraying with pesticides and herbicides.
Rootstock. Good apple trees start from good rootstock, not 
seeds. Get rootstock from a nursery, and graft onto it a bud 
from a healthy tree that produces great fruit. Then the new 
tree and its fruit will be just like the old one.
Pesticide was sprayed by hand with a 
hose. These men seem to have scarves, 
but many  wore no protection.
Science (& Government) to the Rescue
One thing was painfully clear: the 
way fruit was farmed in other parts of 
Canada did not apply here in the Dry 
Belt. Big questions – what to plant, 
how to plant, how to harvest, pack, 
store, and ship the fruit – had to be 
reconsidered.  e process had to be 
scienti c and the answers based on 
statistics, like heat units, soil moisture, 
and spoilage rates. Who was going to 
take on such a responsibility? At the 
growers’ demand, it fell to government. 
 e provincial government had already 
established agencies to police pests and water 
usage, and a network of Farmers Institutes 
to keep growers abreast of the science. In 
1914, a Dominion Experimental Farm was 
launched in Summerland to do research and 
analysis speci c to the Okanagan. Its work 
continues to this day.
(above) Courtesy of (orchardists) Diane Eyles Turner Collection, (sprayer) Kelowna Public Archives: KPA#3776, (mites) Summerland Research and Development - Agriculture Agrifood Canada.
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By the Sweat of Your Brow
Another surprise was how much work a fruit farm involved – in 
summer and fall, far more than one family could do. Moreover, much 
of that work was repetitive, dirty, and strenuous. Finding enough people 
to do it was a struggle, especially a er the outbreak of war in 1914.
Migrant Workers
Many farmworkers moved from orchard to orchard, doing whichever tasks 
were in-season, and then returned in the next season. Indigenous farmwork-
ers were common, but not in the fall when they would be busy harvesting 
salmon or hunting deer. Sikh, Chinese, or Japanese workers became more 
and more important, which o ended residents who were deeply committed 
to keeping the Okanagan “white” and “British.” Asian farmworkers got 
hired anyway because labour was so scarce and they worked so hard.
(below) A newspaper ad speci es the race of 
persons eligible to train as fruit packers. 
Roughing It
The trees were pruned in winter. Spring 
was the time to thin, fertilize, and spray. 
Summer was taken up with irrigation 
and harvesting the soft fruits. In the fall 
everything went into high gear for the 
apple harvest. That was when the need 
for orchard labour could grow desperate. 
Even so, living conditions for migrant 
farmworkers were primitive. “Pickers 
shacks” (cut-away diagram, right), 
lacking heat, light, and plumbing, 
were common. At 3 x 2 metres, 
they were big enough for little 
more than a bed and a chair. 
Pickers Tokens
For a few years, Kelowna 
Canning Co. issued metal tokens (above) 
for paying fruit and vegetable pickers. The 
pickers could use the tokens to buy things 
at local businesses ... but nowhere else. The 
intention may have been to get migrant 
workers to spend their wages locally.
Penticton Herald, February 19, 1920, courtesy of The Penticton 
Museum and Archives.
In time, many Asian farmworkers 
became orchardists. Denbei 
Kobayashi (left)  rst arrived in Vernon 
with a railway work gang. In 1909, 
he began working as a labourer and 
cook at Okanagan Centre. By 1924, he 
owned 24 acres of land there that he 
planted in apple and cherry trees.
Kelowna Public Archives: KPA#5731.
Courtesy of Ronald Greene.
(above) LCM 2017.35.1 Courtesy of Lake Country Museum & Archives. 
Detail. (right) Courtesy of Coldstream Ranch.
 e Role(s) of Women
Women did farmwork as well. Dorothea Allison, an Oyama orchardist’s wife 
(right), added it to all her other household duties. Some women and girls were 
hired to pick and pack fruit, although for less pay than men who were thought to 
be stronger and faster.  en came World War I. About 2,000 men le  the Okana-
gan to  ght, and male farmworkers became even harder to  nd. To avoid the 
employment of still more Asians, white women were urged to leave the 
home and help with the harvest.
“Here prices for apples have been good – but the labour has been awful. 
You can’t get help & the wage is 12 sh* a day for a boy. We picked & 
packed about 4000 boxes of fruit with a boy of 17 and 3 girls. It was kill-
ing work. We came in from the orchard exhausted & then had to light 
the  re, make supper & then churn.” Dorothea Allison, December 2, 1917
* 12 shillings, or $2.88
J.L. Pridham (below) hired women of all ages to 
harvest his apples during the war years. Women 
were even recruited in Vancouver to work at the 
Okanagan harvest. From this photo, it appears 
that Pridham allowed his trees to grow tall and 
“gangly” in order to produce as big a crop as 
possible. (Compare with p. 23.)
Some workers wear dresses, but 
most prefer the more daring 
(and practical) “dungarees.”
A 12-foot picking ladder 
(one foot per rung) to 
reach the top branches. 
One woman uses a pail, but the 
rest  ll picking bags held open 
at the top with a metal hoop. 
(Hard on the neck!)
Dorothea Allison in Oyama, 1912
LCM 2013.84.106 Courtesy of Lake 
Country Museum & Archives. Detail.
Kelowna Public Archives: KPA#2223
(colourized by Five Seventeen). 11
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Control Issues
A er World War I, fruit growers faced the most perplexing problem of all, 
marketing. How were assorted small farmers to sell their crop pro tably to 
fruit-lovers hundreds or even thousands of kilometres away? Dozens of factors 
could push the crop’s value up or way, way 
down. In other words, fruit farming had ...
Another Export Market
As with beef and wheat, the way to make money 
on fruit was to ship it out of the Okanagan, local 
consumers being so few. In 1921, the valley’s 
population was 30,000.  ey could eat some of 
the local fruit, but 90% le  the valley, mostly by 
rail to the Prairie Provinces.
Together, We’re Stronger
To earn a better living, some growers simply 
tried to ship and sell their crop faster than 
the next guy. Others looked for ways to 
team up.  ey formed packinghouse co-
operatives, many of which also served as 
shippers.  ey joined the B.C. Fruit Growers 
Association (the BCFGA,  rst organized in 
1889) to make their views and interests clear 
to government and to the public. 
Too Much of a Good Thing
(left) One after another, boxcars of canned Okanagan fruit roll up to Kelowna’s 
wharf, where a barge will take them to the railhead at Okanagan Landing. 
Unfortunately, “plenty” is not always a good thing. Favourable growing 
conditions in 1919, 1922, and 1928 brought bumper crops to the Okanagan ... 
and every place else, too. Huge quantities of apples became available at the 
same time, “glutting” the market and driving down their price. A bumper crop 
could actually earn a fruit farmer less than an average crop.
Quality or Quantity?
Apples fell into four “grades.” Extra Fancy (FX) and 
Fancy (F) were the best. Commercial (“Cee”) grade 
were satisfactory and “culls” were too damaged or 
misshapen to sell. In 1928, Kelowna grower John 
Hewetson harvested 7,995 boxes of apples from his 
7½-acre orchard,  ve times as much as other orchard-
ists. But only a third of the crop was F or FX grade. Like 
Hewetson, growers were often tempted to focus on 
the quantity of the apple crop instead of its quality.
In 1912, teams of huge draught horses 
provided the power in Kelowna’s rail yard. 
The  rst locomotive only arrived in 1925, 
when a rail link to Vernon was completed.
The packed appleboxes rolled along 
another conveyor to the fellow at 
left. He nailed on a lid that squeezed 
the apples down, so they couldn’t 
bounce and bruise while in transit.
The “packing line” in a Summerland packinghouse in 1925: apples 
traveled along a conveyor, dropped into a bin, then got wrapped 
in tissue and packed into a box. Women made up most of the 
workforce here as well as on the “grading line” in another room.
FX: good size, 
shape, colour
F: good size 
& shape, 
irregular 
colouring
Cee: misshapen 
or blemished
Cull: 
unsellable
Kelowna Public Archives: KPA#87.
SMA 1978.067.011 (detail) Courtesy of the Summerland Museum and Archives Society, Summerland, B.C.
A Quest for Consumers
An apple passed through many hands before someone actually bit into it. (1) A er picking, it 
was packed in the orchard, then unpacked, graded, and repacked in the packinghouse. (2) A 
shipper then sent it o  on the train, to (3) a broker who sold it to (4) a wholesaler, who sold it 
to (5) a grocer. Along the way, its value might fall, due to bruising or spoiling or consumers’ 
preference for other apples. But its cost rose to pay for the services of the “middle men.” 
“We had been told when we 
started into the fruit busi-
ness in this Valley that the 
prairies would always take 
all we could produce, but the 
population of the prairies 
[has] not kept pace with the 
rate of production here.... 
We are over-producing ...”
A.T. Howe, President, Associated 
Growers, March 1924
A  rst attempt at central 
selling was made in 1923, 
with the founding of the 
Associated Growers (AG) 
co-operative. While AG made 
a good start, participation 
was voluntary. When apple 
prices were poor, growers left 
the co-op. If prices improved, 
growers still left. They wanted 
to sell their crop at the higher 
prices without paying for AG’s 
services as well.
A.T. Howe would have received $1.88 - $1.38 = 50¢ for the box. With that mon-
ey, he still had the costs of labour, water, spray, and equipment to cover. (Good 
thing his McIntosh apples were worth $2.01 per box.) Sometimes a box of apples 
cost someone more to grow and market than you could earn from selling it. 
Small wonder growers felt that “everybody was getting paid” for fruit but them.
Cost of getting a box of 
A.T. Howe’s Vernon-grown 
Wealthies (Fancy grade) to 
market in Alberta in 1924:
Having bought the box 
for $1.88,  a grocer in 
Strathmore, Alberta 
(left) may have sold it 
for about $2.00
Central Selling – To Be, or Not to Be?
Repeated market gluts in the 1920s made dramatic action thinkable to growers. What if every one 
of them sold his entire crop through one agency? It could then grade the fruit (quality control), 
decide when fruit went to market (quantity control), and negotiate a good selling price.  is was 
called “central selling.” It required each grower to sacri ce some independence so that they all 
could enjoy a steady income. For years growers debated the merits of central selling, o en furiously.
These boxes bear 
the “OK” label of the 
Associated Growers.
Conveyor
Bin
(right) Strathmore Standard, September 10, 1924, p. 2, courtesy 
of Peel’s Prairie Provinces, University of Alberta Libraries.
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Good packing took dexterity as 
well as speed, and became highly 
competitive. Isobel Stilling eet, of 
Kelowna, went to Britain to compete 
in a packing contest in 1937. She 
won the title of  “Apple Queen of the 
British Empire” hands down.
14
Environmental Turmoil?
People in the early 1900s rarely pondered the cost of recon guring the valley 
to suit fruit farming. Yet bird and wildlife habitat was depleted. Water was 
re-routed from one place to another. Poisons were used to suppress insects 
and fungi. What were the environmental consequences?
?Well into the 1930s, fruit farming wasted a lot of food. Cull ap-ples were dumped by the ton outside packinghouses or were thrown into the lakes. How did that a ect the environment?
?By 1938, over half of the Okanagan’s pre-contact wetlands may have been 
drained, their cottonwoods 
and birches felled. What 
e ect did that have on 
the variety and num-
ber of birds?
Due to “over-irrigation” at 
the Dominion Experimen-
tal Station, mudslides 
frequently poured across 
the lakeshore road between 
Penticton and Summerland. 
The road closure in 1927 
(right) lasted for weeks.
Kelowna Public Archives: KPA#3783.
(left) The Lewis’s Woodpecker 
nests in old Black Cottonwoods 
and Ponderosa Pines.
Courtesy of Paul Lagasi.
Summerland Review, September 9, 1927, p. 1. Courtesy of 
Summerland Museum and Archives, Summerland, B.C.
?How much soil did wind or irrigation water carry away? In the 1930s chemical fertilizers were introduced to get bigger trees and crops. 
Did orchard run-o  damage the lakewater?
Courtesy of Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.
“Flume-and-furrow” irrigation 
required a lot of supervision. It also 
discouraged orchardists from growing 
ground cover between the fruit trees. 
This man has su ered the consequences. 
?Every year, the Grey Canal turned away huge quantities of water from the Shuswap River and sent it instead into the Okanagan.  e other irrigation systems modi ed the water-
shed, too. Did that a ect water temperatures and  sh habitat?
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?Orchardists had to protect their crops from many hun-
gry creatures. Ri es 
dealt with the large ones, 
like mule deer (right), and poisons 
with the tiny ones.  e chemicals 
were dangerous to humans. What 
did they do to other wildlife?
The Shape of Things to Come
Over the years 1929-1931, the 
Okanagan su ered its worst drought 
in recorded history and perhaps in 
over 300 years. Low precipitation 
drove down in ows to Okanagan Lake 
and summers were hotter. Some areas 
coped with the drastic reduction in 
their water supply, while others could 
not. Overall, the apple crop did not 
decline. What people then could not 
imagine is that such climate extremes 
could become normal during the 
21st Century, when lake in ows may 
decline by as much as 30%.
Western Rattlesnakes (top), native to the hot, dry, open forests of the 
Okanagan, had their habitat destroyed by fruit farming. Residents 
hunted them down as well. After losing a student of his in Coldstream 
to snakebite in 1927, the Rev. A.C. Mackie (left) became obsessed with 
rattlers. It was said he killed over 1,000.
“Spray-poisoning from arsenate of lead again took its 
toll of bees in 1929.... some of the larger apiarists are 
seriously considering moving their colonies from the 
fruit-belt unless this is remedied.  is, of course, will 
make it bad for the pollination of the fruit-trees.” 
J.F. Roberts, Apiary Inspector
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Okanagan Lake Annual Net In ow 1921-2014
Like other orchards, the Gartrell property at Trout Creek 
(see p. 5) attracted swarms of mule deer who ate the 
fruit, the leaves, and the trees. After his sons had shot 300, James stopped 
counting. That was too much meat to store, so he fed it to the hogs.
(background image) Moonrise and evening alpenglow, East Chopaka Grasslands, South Okanagan, BC 
© Graham Osborne 3A-I-3505; (deer) Courtesy of Drop-tine Taxidermy, Summerland; (snake) Courtesy 
of TheCrotalusfreak.
Image courtesy: Vernon Museum and Archives, Nr. 16623.
Source: BC River Forecast Centre, Ministry of Forests, Lands, & Natural Resource Operations
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Down on 
the Farm
Running a fruit farm in the Okanagan in the 1930s 
was a year-round family a air.  e work day was long, 
especially in the summer and fall, and cash was tight. 
Self-reliance was highly prized. For all that, government 
intervention increasingly was sought to make fruit 
farming competitive and a ordable.
In the mid-1930s the average fruit farmer 
had about 10 acres and 600 trees, mostly 
apples. North of Westbank, where farms 
were a bit larger, apples and pears were a 
common combination. Farms to the south 
supplemented apple trees with more soft 
fruits – cherries, peaches, and apricots. 
The back cover of this booklet shows a 
map of one farm, the “Rainbow Ranche.”
Life in the Great Outdoors
 e family grew much of its own food. In addition to fruit, they had a vegetable 
patch, a cow and chickens, and maybe some pigs. Every family member worked on 
the farm “for free.”  e women canned fruit and vegetables.  e kids milked, fed the 
animals, and would use a hoe to keep water  owing through the irrigation furrows. 
(Sometimes they would  nd little  sh in them.) Come harvest, everyone pitched in. 
School attendance came a distant second, and sometimes was cancelled outright.
(below, left to right) Tony Pooley, his neighbour 
Bob Carruthers, and the hired man “Harrop” at 
the Pooley orchard near Kelowna in the late 
1920s. To make ends meet, people took jobs 
o  the farm as well. Every fall, the women 
worked in packinghouses and canneries. Men 
worked as part-time carpenters, labourers, or 
mechanics. Kids, like young Carruthers, would 
pick fruit for the neighbours.
Tony and Bob wear pickers sacks with straps that distributed the weight across the shoulders (left). 
To empty, you draped it into an apple box and released the two cords that held up the bottom.
Flume
Furrows
Release cords
City of Vancouver Archives, CVA 289-002.142.
Kelowna Museums 
Society:  unaccessioned.
Courtesy of Ian Pooley Collection.
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High Hopes, Low Returns, & Debt
Most of the trees were 25 years old, mainly Macs, 
Jonathans, and Delicious. The farm harvested about 2500 
boxes of apples and 500 boxes of other fruit each year. After 
paying for equipment, supplies, water, and farmworkers, the 
farmer might make $1,000 in a really good year, like 1935. In 
bad years, the farmer might borrow “crop money.” It would 
cover the costs of running the orchard the following 
spring, in hopes of a better year.
“It was a crazy  nancial cycle we were 
caught in. Each year we would borrow 
crop money ....  e packinghouse would 
send our cheques directly to the bank 
and by the following March we received 
what was le , usually not too much. In 
April we knocked on the bank door for 
the next year.” Earl Sutherland, Peachland
Farmer Versus Farmer
In the 1920s and ’30s, governments launched inquiry a er inquiry, trying to  nd 
out what was wrong with the fruit industry and how to set it right. What made 
fruit farming such a hard way to make a living? In 1929-33 an economic depres-
sion drove the price of apples lower still: unemployed people could not a ord 
fruit. Some fruit farmers tried to market their own apples, despite rock-bottom 
prices. Others tried to stop them, in order to enforce a sensible minimum price. 
In October 1933, Kelowna growers angrily barricaded roads and the railway 
(right) to keep their neighbours from shipping cheap fruit out of the valley.
Kelowna Daily Courier, October 3, 1933
In Oyama, Alys Heddle pumps up water to mix with insecticide in a barrel, 
and then spray on the orchard. Courtesy of Lake Country Museum & Archives. Detail.
Water Management
The water baili  swung past the farm 
daily. Irrigation being a money-losing 
proposition, in 1920 most of the land 
companies sold their systems to groups 
of local farmers, called “irrigation 
districts.” The baili ’s job was to patrol 
the  umes and canals, maintain them, 
and make sure every member of the 
district only got his share of water. It 
could be a very lonely and unpopular 
job. Arnold Trewhitt (left) was water 
baili  in the Oyama irrigation district. 
Here he sits atop the  ume, measuring 
the depth of the water  owing into a 
grower’s orchard.
Image courtesy: Vernon Museum and Archives, #18159.
The sledge or “stone boat”: 
standard equipment for 
hauling in the orchards.
Wood-stave barrel
Foreign Buyers
 The quantity of Okanagan apples just kept climbing in the 1930s. (See 
chart, pp. 26-27.) Where were farmers sending all that extra fruit? Out 
of the country! Nearly half the crop went to foreign buyers, mostly in 
Great Britain. Its system of  “Imperial Preference” allowed  the import 
of many food products from the British Empire duty-free.
7.2%
9%
British Columbia
Prairie Provinces
Great 
Britain44.6%
5%
United States
Eastern Canada
Apple 
Sales
1937-38
34.2%
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 e Best of Times
Surprisingly, the tumult of the 1930s gave way to a decade of prosperity. Big fruit 
crops were bought up by consumers and processors. Packinghouses multiplied, 
as did juice plants and canneries. Seasonally, these places employed thousands of 
people – women especially –albeit in monotonous, low-wage jobs.
“Grandmothers, schoolgirls and housewives have 
joined forces at Kelowna to play a big role in 
this year’s bumper apple crop.... 275 of these girls 
and women are going full speed ahead sorting 
and packing apples and working 10 hours a day 
– and loving it!” Daily Province, November 1944
In 1938, the Okanagan was home to 88 packing-
houses and 13 canneries – nearly as numerous 
as today’s co ee shops, but far, far greater in size 
and work force. Women worked the assembly 
lines, sorting, grading, and packing, peeling and 
chopping. Men made boxes, drove truck, did the 
warehousing, and loaded boxcars.
Old-style Mass Production
In a packinghouse, the “real” money was in 
piecework, not hourly wages. In the 1930s, an 
expert apple-packer (left) packed 15 boxes per 
hour, at 3¢ per box. The left hand (with the rubber 
thimblette) snatched a wrapper and plunged 
it over the apple in the right hand – about 125 
times per box. A speedy boxmaker (right) made 
400 boxes per day, at 1¢ a box. Each box required 
24 nails, each positioned with a tap, then driven 
home with the blunt end of the hatchet (far right).
A line of trucks (and one 
horse-drawn wagon) haul 
apple boxes to a packing-
house in Penticton. By the 
1930s, trucks had replaced 
horses on the roads. In the 
1940s, tractors would replace 
them in the orchards.
PMA 3865 Courtesy of The Penticton Museum and Archives.
Kelowna Public Archives: KPA#4571.
Kelowna Museums Society:
EC.978.075.005.
Tools of the Trade
The apple box “shooks” (planks) came in wire-wrapped 
bundles. The boxmaker snapped the wire with the notch 
in his hatchet. The nail stripper he  lled with 1 5/8 inch 
nails. With each blow of his hatchet, they tumbled 
down towards a wire slot where he 
gathered them up between 
thumb and fore nger.
nail stripper
hatchet shooks
Courtesy Diane Eyles Turner Collection.
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Something New Under the Sun
In 1937 a juice plant opened in Win eld, turning 
culls into apple juice. Other plants soon followed. 
What once was thrown away was now worth (a 
little) money to growers. In 1946, the BCFGA (see 
p. 11) gathered these companies under one hat, 
and named it Sun-Rype (above). They provided the 
business know-how; Summerland Experimental 
Farm created the products and the machinery. 
... The Worst of Times
World War II again pitched Okanagan growers into a 
labour shortage and a racial dilemma. By 1941 about 50
0 
Japanese were living in the valley, many of them born in
 
Canada. Tens of thousands more were to be expelled from
 
B.C.’s coast as a security risk. How many (if any) would 
the valley accept as farmworkers? Some orchardists 
bargained with the government. It agreed to supply 
Japanese workers, but the growers had to provide room 
and board to whole families (not just the men), as well 
as a living wage and medical care until the war was over
. 
Like the makers of this sign (left), most growers rejected
 
these terms. They were afraid that the Japanese would 
stay in the valley and “push out white farmers.”
Cutting Out the Competition
When World War II broke out in 1939, Canadians’ priorities shi ed. For years, fruit 
farmers had competed  ercely with one another. With a war to  ght, such a state of 
a airs began to look ine  cient, even unpatriotic. Governments took measures that 
made fruit farming less competitive and more rewarding to the growers. In 1941, 
the provincial government put one agency, B.C. Tree Fruits, Ltd. in charge of all fruit 
sales. B.C. fruit only reached buyers at its approval and at the price it set. In 1943, Ot-
tawa curbed fruit imports from other countries – while still exporting huge amounts 
to Britain. For the next  ve years, Okanagan growers could sell practically every 
apple they grew. A box of apples earned a grower 52¢ in 1939, and $1.49 in 1945.
“I le  a Valley here of tar-paper shacks and Bennett Buggies. 
I came back to a place that I couldn’t even recognize. Finished 
houses with stucco outside…. the growers were even buying 
the odd secondhand car for their wife and kids …” Art Garrish
Japanese-Canadians harvest zuccas near Lillooet in 1946. Each 
melon, weighing 60-100 lbs, was as slippery  “as a greased pig.”
Vernon News, October 19, 1939
In Vernon, Bulmans Ltd. employed hundreds of workers in the 
1930s and ’40s. It could make the whole town smell of cooked 
tomatoes (nice!) or cabbage (not so much).
Kelowna Public Archives: 
KPA#784. Detail.
Image courtesy: Vernon Museum and Archives, #16583.
Nikkei National Museum 1995.140.1.12.a-b.
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Weird & Wonderful
The zucca melon is a gourd used in candied fruit peel. 
In the late 1930s, the Experimental Farm worked 
with growers to  gure out how to grow zuccas 
locally. When World War II cut o  imports from Italy, 
Canadian demand for zuccas  ourished. Tons were 
grown in the south Okanagan until the mid-1950s, 
when foreign suppliers reclaimed the market.
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A Deluge on Four Wheels
In the postwar years, the Okanagan’s 
rural way of life began to give way. 
People arrived by the tens of 
thousands, as tourists and as 
residents, unleashing an unheard-
of local demand for fruit as well as 
housing, schools, and shops. All 
the while fruit farming, once the 
valley’s mainstay, was faltering.
Tourism on the Upswing
Since the early 1900s people had journeyed to the 
Okanagan for relaxation, fun, and a dry climate (le ). 
A er World War II, the surge in private car owner-
ship and public highways turned this “sideline” into 
a major industry. Once a bridge was built across the 
lake at Kelowna, many people also came to stay.  e 
valley’s population rose 50% in the 1940s, then more 
than doubled 1961-1981.
Frozen!
Okanagan Lake moderates the valley’s climate, 
making summers a little less hot, and winters a bit less cold. But not always. 
Temperatures plummeted in January 1950, falling as low as -38 C around 
Vernon. The lake froze from end to end. A lane was cut through the ice at 
Kelowna to permit the ferry to run across to Westbank (right). The Okanagan 
had su ered bitterly cold winters before (1928-29, 1936-37). But 1950 
started out unseasonably warm, causing the sap to run. That made 
a sudden blast of cold deadly. Orchardists heard their trees snap 
as the sap froze solid. One in  ve trees was killed or damaged,
many of them over 30 or even 40 years of age. 
Location of the  oating 
bridge, completed in 1958
Penticton’s beach front in 1944
(below) EDM 3726 Courtesy of Enderby & District Museum & 
Archives. (right) Public domain.
Kelowna Public Archives: KPA#1075.
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From Rural to Urban
Electricity, asphalt roads, and indoor plumbing all made 
a “house in the country” very attractive to city folk. Many 
growers began to look forward to selling their land instead 
of farming it. In 1974, the provincial government created an 
Agricultural Land Reserve to slow the sale of farmland for non-
farm uses (like shopping centres, right). Nevertheless, all those 
newcomers to the valley needed some place to call home. With 
every year the Okanagan became less rural and more urban.
Agriculture on a Downgrade
 e 1940s gave rise to some pretty bad farming habits. Without American 
competitors, orchardists had disregarded the quality of their crop.  ey 
pumped fertilizer to their trees and grew tons of “Cee” grade fruit. Or-
chards got even smaller, as well. (By 1959, over 70% were less than 10 acres 
in size.) All this made for bad news when Britain put an end to those big 
shipments of apples in 1947. Two years later, American fruit was allowed 
back in Canada. Apple prices tumbled. In the 1960s the federal and provin-
cial governments came to the aid of the “sunny Okanagan” 
with programs to reduce rural poverty.
The Mighty Sprinkler
After World War II, aluminum pipes and impact sprinklers made 
irrigation much more e  cient. Light enough for a youngster to carry 
(left), they could be arranged and re-arranged to bring water to any 
part of an orchard, hills or no hills. But  rst you needed an electric pump 
to pressurize the water. In 1944, only one in  ve Okanagan farmers had 
electricity. The provincial government began to  x that in 1947 with a 
rural electri cation program. Within ten years, those water-wasting, 
time-consuming furrows were history.
Photo courtesy of Gordon French.
Cool, Clear Water
The valley’s water systems transformed after World War II. Since the 
1920s, growers had been unable to a ord to pay higher rates for 
their water. Irrigation districts had limped along, borrowing money 
from the provincial government to maintain, repair, and upgrade 
their systems. Finally Victoria forgave nearly all that debt, so long as 
each district set aside money to renew its works. Through the 1940s, 
those leaky wooden  umes and pipes were replaced with water-tight 
concrete and steel (below, near Vernon). The  nal touch came in the 
late 1960s, when gravity-fed canals and  umes were replaced with 
underground, pressurized water systems that screened out gravel, 
leaves, and branches. In addition to simplifying their working lives, all 
this enabled rural families  nally to enjoy indoor faucets and toilets.
In 1959, Capri Shopping Centre opened at the “outskirts” of 
Kelowna on what once was Pridham’s orchard (p. 11).
Rodents also infested the orchards. This 
grower has used co ee tins to keep mice 
from gnawing at the saplings in winter. Courtesy Diane Eyles Turner Collection.
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“In the late 60s we purchased a fruit stand on the highway 
just south of Peachland. We kept it open from June 25th 
to November 11th – seven days a week.... [It] gave us cash 
and ...  nanced a lot of the orchard costs.” Earl Sutherland
(above) About 1951, Henry Paynter Sr. and kids mind the family fruitstand in Westbank, today’s West 
Kelowna. For self-service, the customer weighed fruit on the scale and then “put money in box.” 
Fruitstands & Fruitlegging
Good roads meant growers did not have to rely on the railway to get their crop 
to market. Enterprising “fruitleggers” loaded up the truck or car and drove 
their fruit to buyers, then pocketed the money – all without B.C. Tree Fruits’ 
oversight or approval. Orchardists could even sell it directly to passersby at 
roadside stands (below). Central selling, such a boost to farmers in the 1940s, 
began to look instead like a handicap. It  nally ended in 1984.
Courtesy of Paynters Fruit Market.
 e Great  inning
Over the last 40 years the Okanagan’s tree fruit industry has shrunk 
dramatically. It faces sti  international competition. It also has to sell 
to consumers who want their fruit good and cheap, regardless of who 
grows it. Plenty of costs have been cut with new machinery and 
by growing far more trees on each acre.
“Apple Capital of the World”
By the 1980s, dozens of coun-
tries were exporting apples. 
B.C.’s crop was just one-tenth 
as big as Washington State’s 
(above). Its growers made good 
money even though apple prices 
were low.  eir costs were low, 
the quality of their fruit was 
high, and they grew it in huge 
quantities by packing 4-600 
“dwarf ” trees onto each acre.
Wenatchee Valley Museum & Cultural Center, 86-24-262.
An uprooted orchard burns near Osoyoos. Fruit tree acreage in the Okana-
gan peaked at 38,000 acres in 1958. By the year 2000, it had been halved.
Photo courtesy of Osoyoos Times.
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The Super Spindle apple system takes 
dwarf trees to the “next level.” It enables each 
acre to grow 2,000 trees and over 1,000 boxes of 
high-quality apples. The tree trunks are just 5 cm across. 
They are strapped to a trellis to keep them from falling over.
Well before the year 2000, tree 
fruit was no longer “top of mind” 
in the Okanagan.  e farming 
and processing involved far 
fewer people and buildings, and 
much less land.  e fortunes 
of the orchardists once spelled 
good times or bad ones for the 
valley. Now almost everyone car-
ries on their lives without ever so 
much as picking an apple.
Limits to Mechanization
The orchard work that could not be mechanized remained as 
unappealing to local people as ever. In their place, growers 
brought in outsiders. Many Portuguese immigrants were hired 
in the 1950s, then Quebecers, and beginning in the 1990s, 
Mexicans (right). Pay and working conditions have improved, 
thanks to unionization in the 1980s, and to demands that 
foreign workers get treated as fairly as Canadians.
Big Savings in Labour
After World War II, the number of fruit farm-
ing jobs went into decline. Airblast sprayers 
were far more e  cient for spreading pesti-
cide than hoses (below). Big apple bins, each 
holding over 1,000 pounds of apples, took 
the place of the 42-pound boxes.  Machines 
replaced people in the packinghouses, too. 
The work that kept 61 packinghouses busy in 
1957 was getting done by 10 packinghouses 
in 1990. The canneries vanished altogether, 
underpriced by foreign competitors. For those 
who could a ord it, technology was making 
fruit farming way less labour-intensive.
Photo courtesy of Photography by Larissa.
First Summerland Research Station determined how to 
mist fruit trees with pecticide without damaging them. 
Then local inventors went to work.  The Swanson Turbo-mist 
(left) from Win eld was one result. It could spray 8-10 acres in a 
day, the time it took three men with hoses to do 1 acre.
An “Okanagan” sprayer in Australia, around 1951.
The killing power of 
spray shot up in the 1940s 
as well. DDT, the “wonder 
insecticide” wiped out moths 
and beetles (and much else), without staining the fruit.
(above) Photo courtesy Grainews Magazine. (left) LCM 2018.30.1 Courtesy of Lake Country Museum & Archives. (below) 
Courtesy of the History of Agriculture project via The Department of Primary Industries and Regions South Australia.
“micro-sprinklers” 
and hoses drip water 
onto the roots
Crop quality and quantity have also 
risen due to new varieties of apple. 
“Ambrosias,”  rst grown in the 1990s, 
are taking the place of  “Macs.”
trellis
... Less water
especially in the 
summer & fall
... Greater 
demand for 
water especially in 
the summer & fall
     The
 Okanagan
Valley 
    in 2050
A warmer, drier climate ... A rising population  ...
A smaller snowpack that melts sooner.
High water levels in streams and lakes 
in spring, & low levels in summer & fall.
Rising water temperatures in streams 
& lakes, endangering fish.
More evaporation from lakes, forests, 
orchards, playgrounds, parks, & golf 
courses in summer & fall.
A lower water table, so some wells & 
wetlands go dry.
More residents, businesses, & 
institutions that rely on water for
drinking, washing, & bathing.
cooking & cleaning.
toilets & sewage treatment.
processing, diluting, cooling, 
& manufacturing.
irrigation.
recreation.
What Future for Fruit?
For an industry that at  rst looked 
like a “no brainer,” the 20th century 
was a severe test to the whole notion 
of Okanagan fruit farming. Charming 
fruitstands to the contrary, its story 
has been more about toil and trouble 
than peace and prosperity. Does the 
21st Century promise 
anything di erent?
Scarce Water Gets Scarcer Still
The long-term climate forecasts for the Okanagan point toward warmer, drier summers and winters. 
The population may approach a half million by 2050. People then, as now, will use water for a wide 
range of things. In short, there very likely will be a greater demand for water, but less water to go 
around. (See diagram, above). Fruit farming will almost certainly have to get by on far less.
Cherry Jubilee
Okanagan cherries are fabulous, but two things have held them back. First, needing 
warmer, drier growing conditions than apples, cherries were mostly grown in the central 
and south Okanagan. Second, cherries are best eaten fresh. That meant they went to 
market in late June and early July, the same time as American cherries. Both problems 
have now been remedied. Climate change has made serious cherry growing possible in 
the north Okanagan, and new varieties developed at the Summerland Research Station 
(now called the Paci c Agri-food Research Centre) mature in late July and August. In 
2011, the Okanagan grew 4.1 million pounds of cherries. In 2017, the crop had risen to 
10.1 million pounds, much of which is  own to buyers in Japan and China.
Coral Beach is one of the Okanagan’s leading cherry growers. Its El Dorado Farm 
is located in the highlands overlooking Lake Country (below). These cherries are 
Staccato, self-pollinators (no bees required) that ripen late in August.
Apple Alternatives
For the longest time, Okanagan 
fruit farmers tried to outdo their com-
petitors in apple production. In the last 
20 years, some growers have sought 
out alternatives to the apple, especially 
cherries and grapes. By 2011, the valley’s 
apple crop had fallen below 
5 million boxes.
Workers in Coral Beach’s packinghouse bundle 
up – those cherries are only just above freezing. 
The cold temperature keeps them in tip-top con-
dition for their arrival overseas in a day or two.
The trees are free-standing, not dwarfs. 
The branches will get aggressively pruned 
and tied down with string to produce a 
big crop on a medium-sized tree.micro-sprinkling system
(above and below) Courtesy of Jealous Fruits, jealousfruits.com24
Great Grapes
Grape vines were  rst planted in the Okanagan by Catholic priests near 
Kelowna in the 1860s. Calona Wines, the  rst winery, started bottling in 1931, but its 
products gained little attention outside the valley. The big change came in 1989. A free 
trade agreement with the United States forced Canadian wines to compete with American 
ones. Grants from the federal government enabled growers to tear out their old vines and 
replace them with better varieties. These have  ourished, especially in 
the south end of the valley, and their wines have gained international 
renown. Another good thing – it takes far less water to grow 
grapes than to grow apples or cherries.
A New Local Market
A er 1960, Okanagan orchardists  nally had lots of local 
buyers for their fruit. Unfortunately, these buyers had 
plenty of cheap, foreign fruit to choose from as well. Now 
things have changed. Many Okanagan residents nowadays 
don’t want food that harms the environment.  ey are 
willing to pay more for fruit that does not have to travel 
very far and is grown without chemical fertilizers. To or-
ganic growers in the valley, this could be a big advantage.
Beating Back Bugs
The future of fruit will not be 
bug-free. New pests regularly 
arrive and some old ones remain – 
including codling moth. Pesticide is no 
longer the  rst line of defence against the 
moth, however. Since the 1990s, orchardists 
have been using Sterile Insect Release (SIR), 
which  ghts back with a kind of  “birth 
control.” Every year, SIR releases millions of 
sterile male moths into the orchards. When 
these moths mate with females, no 
eggs get fertilized. 
What’s a female moth to do? 
When so many male moths 
are sterile, her chances 
of choosing “Mr. Right” 
decrease. As a result, the 
valley’s population of wild 
codling moths has declined by 
94%, and the amount of pesticide 
used for moth control by 96%.
Nk’Mip, Revisited
One highly successful vineyard and winery is Nk’Mip Cellars, an Indigenous business 
on traditional territory very near the land purchased by J.C. Haynes 140 years ago. 
(See p. 4.) (above) Freshly-picked grapes are emptied onto a conveyor for sorting at 
Nk’Mip. Although mechnical harvesters are used, most harvesting is done by hand. 
That reduces the quantity of stems and leaves which the sorters have to remove. 
Which fruit industry jobs will machines be able to replace by 2050?
On these benchlands just north of Penticton, 
vineyards have taken the place of fruit trees.
?
Courtesy of Darren Robinson Photography.
Photo courtesy of Osoyoos Times (detail).
Photo: Adobe.com
Diagram permission of Sterile Insect Release 
Program, https://www.oksir.org
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One Valley, Many Climates
 is booklet treats the Okanagan as one region. But its climate varies signi -
cantly from north to south. On average, Armstrong gets 426 millimetres of 
precipitation a year, 1900 hours of sunshine, and a summer temperature of 27 
degrees Celsius. Compare that with Oliver: an average of 319 millimetres, 2,000 
hours of sunshine, and a summer temperature of 30 degrees. Such di erences 
have a big e ect on the fruit that can be grown pro tably. For a valley that’s 
only 200 kilometres long, the Okanagan is full of surprises.
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Okanagan Valley Apple Crop 1896-2011 in millions of bushel boxes
1892: The railway reaches 
Okanagan Landing (p. 5)
The Aberdeens’ 
 rst big shipment 
of apples (p. 6)
The Grey Canal 
 nished (p. 7)
Dominion 
Experimental 
Station 
launched (p. 8)
War makes orchard labour scarce (p. 11)
Bumper crops of apples spell trouble (p. 12)
The Great Drought (p. 15)
Growers strike 
for higher 
prices (p. 17)
Nearly half the 
apple crop goes 
to the United 
Kingdom (p. 17)
Oyama
Okanagan Landing
Okanagan CentreCarr’s Landing
Win eld
Kelowna
Westbank
(West Kelowna)
Vernon
(Lake Country)
Armstrong
Enderby
Lavington
Coldstream
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1993: The new 
Abrosia apple 
goes to market 
(p. 23)
Grape- & cherry-
growing begin to lift 
o  (pp. 24-25)
Fruit farms prosper (pp. 18-19)
Winter freezes kill trees (p. 20)
Sprinkler irrigation, turbo-mist 
spraying, & DDT (pp. 21, 23)
War causes a 2nd 
labour crisis (p. 19)
Floating Bridge 
opens at 
Kelowna (p. 20)
Underground 
water pipes replace 
 umes (p. 21)
Okanagan 
population tops 
200,000 (p. 20)
Dwarf trees &  
drip irrigation 
systems
(pp. 22-23)
The Okanagan Valley
McIntyre Blu 
Peachland
Trout Creek
Naramata Penticton
Osoyoos
Nk’Mip
Keremeos
North       South
Cawston
Oliver
Kaleden
Summerland
Map: 2018 DigitalGlobe, Google, Province of British Columbia, 
DigitalGlobe, Landsat/Copernicus, Map data ©2018 Google.
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There was a time when fruit farmers were 
called “fruit ranchers.”  The daughter of one 
painted this map of the Rainbow Ranche 
in Okanagan Centre. In addition to the 
packinghouse, farmhouse, and wharf, she 
lovingly included the varieties of apple 
growing in each “block,” and the creatures 
and plantlife to which the area was home.
Map by Nancy Ross Goldie McDonnell, 1949. 
Courtesy of Roger McDonnell.
Fruit farming did not “come naturally” to the Okanagan. It had to be made to work.  e 
watershed was transformed with dams, 
pipes, and  umes. Forests were felled. 
Wetlands were drained.  e biggest 
challenge of all was economic:  nding 
enough consumers to buy the fruit 
(especially apples) for a reasonable price. 
In the 20th century, the Okanagan was a 
great place to live and to grow fruit. But 
to make a good living from fruit 
growing?  at was another matter.
Club of Kelowna
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